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UM STUDY HEARS WOMEN TALK ABOUT VIOLENT RELATIONSHIPS 
MISSOULA—
That old schoolyard saying “Sticks and stones may break my bones, but names can never 
hurt me” has been turned on its head by a recent University of Montana study of 200 women 
who have experienced violent relationships.
One woman put it this way, principal investigator Chris Fiore said: “ ‘Physical wounds 
go away; emotional abuse leaves scars.’” And these are women, Fiore said, who had in some 
cases suffered “horrifying” physical abuse for years. One woman who endured a violent 
relationship for 39 years finally left because her partner spit in her face, a humiliation worse 
than any previous physical abuse.
What makes women stay in such a relationship? What is it like to be in such a 
relationship? To leave it? What would be most helpful to women who are struggling to manage 
violence and emotional abuse in their relationships? Those were among the many questions that 
lay behind the study.
“People like to think of change as a matter of ‘just do it,” ’ said Fiore, a UM associate 
professor of psychology. “So often people say, ‘Why doesn’t the woman just leave?’ But that’s 
not how people act. Change is a dynamic, stepwise, circular process.”
She likens it to an upward spiral with certain steps along the way, going from no change
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to thinking about change, preparing for it, making the change and maintaining it. Those steps 
form the model Fiore and her research assistant, psychology doctoral student Linda Thomas 
Kennedy, used in their research.
In that model, retreat at any point along the way is one of the givens, Fiore said.
Going back is not a failure, she said. “We need more compassion about what people 
need to accomplish the change process. Each step along the way counts. Each time a woman 
takes action, the process gets quicker.” Women in other studies of relationship violence average 
seven attempts to leave before they succeed, Fiore said.
Stress levels during a violent relationship always run high. But Fiore’s study shows that 
symptoms of stress actually increased for these women right after they left the relationship, 
which may explain why their temptation to return was highest in the first six to 12 months. 
Leaving simply brought on more sleeplessness, depression, anxiety, post-sexual-abuse trauma 
and dissociation.
“Dissociation -  psychological numbing -  is particularly important,” Fiore said, 
“because if women don’t feel, don’t care, think it doesn’t matter, they may be vulnerable in 
decision making and in being able to protect themselves.”
Of the 200 women studied, 24 were currently in a violent relationship. The others 
ranged from those who had just left to those who had left 25 years earlier. Seventy-seven 
percent of the women had left at least once and returned. Thirty-nine years set the record for 
enduring a violent relationship.
Reasons for staying were complex and varied, but love and fear were the most common. 
Because most abusers were not constantly violent, some of the women still loved their partner
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and found the abuse hard to understand. Some feared death for themselves or their children if 
they left. Some women were afraid to leave the relationship for fear of precipitating their 
partner’s suicide.
“The struggle to decide what was the best move to make was evident for each woman,” 
Fiore said.
Many of the women stayed because they didn’t believe in divorce, or they felt they were 
responsible for working things out. But shame was an even stronger factor.
“Women didn’t want to tell anyone about the violence because they were ashamed to 
think that maybe they weren’t doing their job ,” Fiore said. “Some were ashamed to admit the 
problem because everyone liked their partner.” Others dreaded hearing family members say, “I 
told you so ,” or “You made your bed, so you can lie in it,” she said.
As research tools, Fiore and Kennedy used interviews lasting one to five hours. They 
also administered 13 questionnaires, which covered topics such as education, background, 
length of relationship, thoughts and feelings about the relationship, ways of coping with the 
relationship, psychological or emotional abuse, and strategies for leaving.
Child abuse figured into the backgrounds of many of the women, with 33 percent of 
them having suffered child sexual abuse. Forty-five percent had been the object of violence in 
the family.
The women in the study ranged from 18 to 58 years of age. All had sought help in many 
ways although not all helping sources were considered helpful, Fiore said.
“Friends by far were considered the most helpful,” she said. However, all of the women 
found the project a helpful, affirmative learning experience, she said.
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“We were told that the questions we asked often validated their experiences simply 
because we asked the question,” she said. “Many said things like ‘I never thought about it this
way.’”
For Fiore, the women and the study results clearly indicate the need to educate women 
and men about relationships in high school or younger.
“They need to know what to expect,” she said. “Many go into a relationship believing 
it’s their job to help their partner or that they can make their partner change.”
What the women said they wished they had known, Fiore said, boils down to three main 
points: that jealousy is not love, that isolation can be dangerous, and that it’s OK to set limits in 
intimate relationships.
“Women and men need to know that jealousy can represent insecurity and lack of trust 
rather than love,” she said. “There is strong evidence of pathological jealousy in severe 
batterers. Women, especially, need an awareness that jealousy could be dangerous.”
Women who give up their friends because the partner demands all their time and 
attention also are in danger, she said.
“By putting their eggs all in one basket this way sets them up with few options for 
checking with their friends or seeking support when the relationship isn’t going well,” she said.
As for setting limits, the women provided many examples of how this kept them safe. 
Fiore said one abused woman drew the line at her partner’s having a gun. When he challenged 
her by bringing one home, she sold it. The woman reported no consequences, Fiore said.
“She had set a limit, and her partner had complied,” Fiore said. In other cases, she 
said, setting limits allowed women to say “this is enough” and seek safety.
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“Women need to know they don’t owe everything to their partner in terms of health and 
safety,” she said.
The Center for Disease Control has invited Fiore and Kennedy to Atlanta, Ga., in early 
February to brainstorm with other researchers working with models similar to the one used in 
this study. What interests the CDC in the model, Fiore said, is its positive construct.
“The idea is that it’s a hopeful model,” she said. “It’s hands on. It takes people where 
they are in terms of readiness.”
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